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High-resolution grating spe tra of oronal sour es ontain a tremendous amount of information on the temperature stru ture and
omposition of the sour es. In general, it requires a painstaking and detailed Emission Measure analysis to extra t these parameters from the data.
Here, we explore the possibility of summarizing this information in some easily measurable quantities. This is akin to the role played by hardness
ratios for low-resolution spe tra. Spe i ally, we measure the ratios of line uxes in various temperature-, density-, and omposition-sensitive
lines and ompare them to ea h other and to the underlying ontinuum. We use as a rst test the database of all MEG spe tra of ool stars
obtained with Chandra to date, and made available via XAtlas (Westbrook et al., 2007). We sear h for patterns in this high-dimensional spa e of
metri s and report on our apability to group sour es a ording to the measured metri s.
We apply a wavelet-based multi-s ale line-dete tion algorithm to the spe tra to identify the lo ations of lines and to estimate the underlying
ontinuum emission. We then ompute various line and ontinuum ratios (see Table 1), and ombine them with sele ted external information
(su h as B V , the obje t type, et ) in a multi-way table. We subje t subsets of these data to Prin ipal Components Analysis (PCA) and obtain
dendrograms to group the stars in di erent lusters in order to he k for trends in the data. The dendrograms are used to obtain sub lusters of
stars whi h are again subje ted to PCA.
This work is arried out as part of the XAtlas proje t.
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PCA
Prin ipal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method to identify the ve tors
that des ribe the s atter of the dataset by approximating the s atter as an
ellipsoid. Ea h ve tor is a linear ombination of the variables that de ne the
dataset. The rst omponent nds the axis of largest s atter, and typi ally
represents the dominant orrelation.

Dendrograms
For low-dimensional data, the lustering usually present in data points
whi h have similar variable values is easily visible. But for high-dimensional
data, it is diÆ ult to visualize the lustering and determine the number of
lasses. We perform hierar hi al luster analysis with Eu lidean distan e in
log spa e for measuring dissimilarity. Hierar hi al lustering begins with an
individual data point and its nearest neighbors (de ned based on various
distan e measures: Eu lidean, maximum, Manhattan L1 , Minkowski, et .)
The losest points are grouped into lusters, and the lusters and other
points are then grouped further using similar distan e measures. For this, we
use the \Ward" method whi h uses the entroid of a luster as its de ning
lo ation. This merging pro ess ontinues until one luster is left and is
realized by a

Dendrogram.

We arry out additional Prin ipal Component

analyses on the subsets that de ne the 3 largest lusters.

The gures show the results of the PCA (left)
and dendrograms (with ea h leaf labeled with
the name of the star) of the luster analysis
and subsequent PCA on the sub lusters (right)
for three di erent subsets of ux ratio metri s.
The grid plots show s atter plots for ea h
prin ipal omponent (left grid) and for the
original variables (right grid). The weights of
the ve tors de ning ea h individual prin ipal
omponent is displayed in between the two grid
plots.

Case 1

 Ne/O
 O VIIr/O VIII
 O VIII/Fe XVII
B V
Case 2

 PCA(SL2C,LL2C,L2C,CL2CS,CL2CM)
 rest as in Case 1
Case 3

 Ne/O
 O VIII/Fe XVII
 Mg XII/Fe XVII
 Si XIV/Fe XVII
B V

CONCLUSIONS
We have arried out an exploratory analysis of the features in spe tra of
a tive binaries, T-Tauri stars, and normal single oronal sour es obtained
with the Chandra/HETGS, and nd some interesting trends in the dataset:

1: the ratios Ne/O, O7/O8, O/Fe, and B

V

are essentially independent

2: the ratios SL2C, LL2C, L2C, CL2CS, CL2CM are tightly orrelated (and
have been repla ed by a single variable PCL, whi h is the rst Prin ipal
omponent from a PCA applied to them)

3: stellar oronal metri s are on average very weakly (if at all) dependent
on B

V

4: O, Mg, and Si tend to in rease or de rease together relative to Fe,
but superposed on this is an opposite trend that manifests in some
sub lusters

5: Multiple observations of the same star are usually found in the same
sub luster, providing a post ho justi ation for the robustness of the
dendrograms
More analysis is needed to robustly identify and extra t other trends that
appear to exist within the dataset.
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